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Two ferrocenylated organized molecules comprising 1,3,5-
triphenylbenzene (Fc-1) or 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine skele-
tons (Fc-2) were used for the first time as receptor layers for the
electrochemical recognition of polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons. While our group recently reported the synthesis of Fc-1,
herein the facile synthesis of its 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine-
containing structural analog (Fc-2) is presented. Although the
synthesis of Fc-2 was found to be challenging, we achieved a
very high yield (89%) under mild conditions using an acid-
catalyzed imine-bond formation reaction in 1,4-dioxane:toluene
solvent system. Title compounds were comprehensively charac-

terized with various analytical techniques, including spectro-
scopic (NMR, FT-IR, FT-Raman spectroscopy) methods, high-
resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), microscopic (SEM) and
electrochemical (CV) analyses. Fc-1 and Fc-2 were also used for
the construction of the first-of-a-kind recognition layers (elec-
trochemical sensors) dedicated to the recognition of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons. Fully constructed innovative sensors
enabled the efficient recognition of analytes since the limit of
detection (LOD) values were not higher than 2.9 μM. Compara-
tive studies between the working parameters of electrochemical
sensors comprising Fc-1 or Fc-2 were also included in this work.

Introduction

Self-assembly and dynamic covalent chemistry concepts have
emerged as useful tools toward the selective and efficient
formation of highly organized molecules in a specific
manner.[1–3] The importance of as-fabricated compounds results
not only from their interesting properties and structures, but
also from the number of potential applications in many
important fields, such as catalysis[4–6] or medicine.[7–9] Cage or
cage-like compounds, which are commonly synthesized by
utilizing dynamic covalent chemistry concepts starting from
various building blocks, act as the prominent class of highly
organized organic compounds for various applications.[10–15]

Importantly, the introduction of redox-active species to the
above-discussed molecules is an interesting approach toward
tuning their properties and functions and opening new areas of
applications.[16–19] Ferrocene (Fc), a redox-active metallocene, is
commonly a first- or best-choice molecule for such purpose,
because of its stability in air, good solubility in many organic
solvents, as well as its electrochemical and thermal stability.[20,21]

Additionally, its redox process (the presence of ferrocene/
ferrocenium cation (Fc/Fc+) redox couple) is single-electron,

reversible and is characterized by the high electron transfer
rate. Because of these beneficial features, Fc is commonly
employed motif for the construction of the sensor layers
dedicated to the recognition of various analytes.[20–23] In the last
several years, interesting works dealing with the preparation of
Fc containing molecular cages were published.[24–34] From the
viewpoint of the construction of these highly organized
molecules, Fc offers interesting perspectives related to a
dynamic flexibility of the cyclopentadienyl rings (anti or syn
rotation phenomenon). Most commonly, organized molecules
composed of 1,1’-disubstituted ferrocenes adopting the syn
conformation were reported.[28–34] However, some specific Fc
based ligands, such as rotationally flexible ones,[24,25,33,34] offered
the possibility to construct either cage structures in which 1,1’-
disubstituted ferrocenes adopted the anti conformation[24,25] or
intriguing low-symmetry architectures in which 1,1’-disubsti-
tuted Fc’s cyclopentadienyl rings were twisted.[26] Additionally,
cage products that feature a confined cavity motif were shown
to incorporate some specific guest molecules, such as p-
toluenesulfonate anion.[24,32] Importantly, chemical oxidation
assays[26] (formation of Fc+) revealed that redox activity is
assured in such specific cage products; However, preliminary
electrochemical trials suggested that host-guest inclusion
process might not cause the drastic changes in redox potentials
of the cage.[24,32] Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that
these innovative studies were published very recently (2019–
2021) and without any doubt the chemistry of ferrocenylated
highly organized organic molecules offers many more perspec-
tives and functions.

In 2020 we reported the synthesis of a C3-symmetric
ferrocenylated 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene containing highly or-
dered molecule (Fc-1; Figure 1).[35] To our delight, we found that
imine-bond containing Fc-1 can be selectively and effectively
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formed starting from 1,3,5-(4-aminophenyl)benzene and 1,1’-
diformylferrocene for which syn conformation of cyclopenta-
dienyl rings with π-stacked aromatic substituents was favored
in the reaction course. Fc-1 can be obtained in excellent 95%
isolated yield without any traces of oligomeric products and
low or high molecular weight species. Importantly, we also
unraveled Fc-1’s ability to non-covalently interact with aromatic
compounds by means of a dynamic π-π stacking-like non-
covalent forces (1H NMR, 1H DOSY NMR, cold-spray ESI-MS and
emission spectra experiments). Inspired by this work, herein, we
report the method for the preparation of respective Fc-tethered
highly organized molecule that comprises 1,3,5-triazine skel-
etons (Fc-2; for the graphical representation of the contents
and aims of this work, see Figure 1). While the chemistry of
2,4,6-(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine derived imines offers many
encouraging perspectives and applications,[36–38] the synthesis
can be challenging, mainly because of limited reactivity and
solubility of these compounds in comparison to their hydro-
carbon derivatives. Furthermore, in pursuit of novel applications
of ferrocenylated highly organized molecules we investigated
fully innovative application of Fc-1 and Fc-2 as the first
electrochemical receptors of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

Results and Discussion

Fc-1 was obtained following the literature procedure.[35] 2,4,6-
Tris(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (2) was obtained by means of
the acid-catalyzed trimerization reaction starting from 4-
aminobenzonitrile.[36] Having 2 at hand, we have initiated the
synthetic studies toward the preparation of Fc-2 using 1,1’-
diformylferrocene (1; Fc-(CHO)2) as the starting material
(Scheme 1). It is worth to stress that Fc-1, which from the
structural viewpoint is the origin molecule of Fc-2, can be easily
and efficiently synthesized[35] at room temperature using 1 and
1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenyl)benzene as the starting materials and
ethanol[39] as the solvent. However, our screening experiments
revealed that the usage of ethanol as the solvent for Fc-2
synthesis did not provide the desired product (starting material
2 has been recovered, only). We hypothesize that this could be
a result of significantly lower solubility in ethanol of 1,3,5-
triazine-containing 2 in comparison to the respective 1,3,5-tris
(4-aminophenyl)benzene. This feature might cause instability
and/or insolubility of the intermediate products what prevents
the formation of Fc-2. Therefore, our efforts focused on
changing the solvent and reaction conditions. At first, we tested
the reaction conditions (o-dichlorobenzene : n-butanol solvent
system) recently reported for the covalent-organic framework
(COF) material.[40] While this approach provided satisfactory
results (reaction yield in the respect to Fc-2 was equal to ca.
40%), this methodology employed harsh reaction conditions
(reaction temperature 100 °C) together with long reaction times
(72 hours) what also lead to the formation of some oligomeric-
like side products. In the search of more beneficial process
conditions, the acid-catalyzed reaction in 1,4-dioxane with the
addition of other solvent (methanol, toluene, o-dichloroben-
zene or chlorobenzene) was explored. These experiments were
performed at room temperature. It was found that these
reaction conditions provided excellent yields of the target
product Fc-2. The highest reaction yield (89%) was found in
1,4-dioxane : toluene (1 : 3 v/v) solvent system using acetic acid
as the catalyst (reaction time 48 hours; see experimental section
for the details). The designed protocol was also easy-to-perform,
as Fc-2 was isolated from the reaction mixture by simple
filtration and was purified by washing with solvents (see
experimental section). Based on these synthetic studies, we
claim that 1,4-dioxane provided good solubility of both starting
materials and mono- or double-ferrocenylated imines; Thus, this

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the contents and aims of this work.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Fc-2.
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solvent enabled the very efficient formation of the target
product Fc-2.

The 1H NMR spectrum measured in THF-d8
[41] revealed that

the target C3-symmetric Fc-2 was successfully synthesized, since
5 groups of signals, including (i) triplet-like multiplets character-
istic for 1,1’-disubstituted ferrocenes, (ii) the peaks originating
from the presence of 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine skeleton and
(iii) the peak originating from the presence of the imine-type
linkage, were observed (9.0–3.8 ppm inset of the 1H NMR
spectrum[42] is presented in Figure 2a). While sufficient 13C NMR
data could not be collected because of highly limited solubility
of Fc-2, 1H DOSY NMR experiment confirmed that the sample
was composed of one type of molecule (Fc-2), only (8.9–
4.0 ppm inset of 1H DOSY NMR spectrum[42] is presented in
Figure 2b).

Fc-2 was also subjected to Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR). FT-IR spectrum of Fc-2 (Figure 3a) featured
several strong or medium intensity absorption bands that were
ascribed to the C=N vibrations coming from the imine-type and
1,3,5-triazine moieties[43] (e.g., 1577, 1416, 1252 cm� 1) and the

vibrations characteristic for the 1,1’-disubstituted ferrocenes[44]

(e.g., 1497, 1357, 1142, 807 cm� 1). These observations suggest-
ing the formation of Fc-2 were further supported by the FT-
Raman spectra analysis (Figure S3, Supporting Information).
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS; Figure 3b; survey
ESI-HRMS spectrum was also measured, see Figure S4, Support-
ing Information) together with elemental analysis (see the
experimental section for the details) ultimately confirmed that
pure Fc-2 was synthesized. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
Figure 3c) studies revealed that Fc-2 formed petal-like quasi-
homogeneous objects, similarly to Fc-1 (for data, see Section
S4, Supporting Information). Additionally, energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS; for the EDS profile, see Figure S5,
Supporting Information) confirmed that the Fc-2 sample is
composed of nitrogen, carbon, and iron (the estimated at%
values for these elements were highly consistent with the
calculated data).

The presence of Fc units makes the studied compounds Fc-
1 and Fc-2 electroactive. Because only Fc-1 compound was
characterized by well solubility in dichloromethane (DCM), the

Figure 2. (a) 9.0–3.8 ppm inset of 1H NMR spectrum (THF-d8, 500 MHz) of Fc-2; (b) 8.9–4.0 ppm inset of 1H DOSY NMR spectrum (THF-d8, 500 MHz) of Fc-2. The
peaks assignments are also presented in (a).
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electrochemical characteristic for this compound was per-
formed in the solution. To get the information about the
mechanism of oxidation and reduction process of this com-
pound, the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded at
different scan rate range from 0.005 to 0.9 V·s� 1. The cyclic
voltammograms of the Fc-1 compound exhibited well-defined
oxidation and reduction peaks corresponding to the Fe2+ /3+

redox couple in the Fc molecule in over the entire scan rate
range. The representative CV curves for all tested scan rate are
presented in Figure 4. Current depends linearly on the square
root of the scan rate, which means the process is diffusion
controlled. The diffusion coefficient of Fc-1 derivative was
calculated from the slope of the plot of anodic peak current
versus square root of the scan rate, according to the Randles-
Sevcik equation,[45] and equals to 0.604 ·10� 6 cm2·s.

It is noteworthy that our previous studies (1H NMR, 1H DOSY
NMR, cold-spray ESI-MS and emission spectra experiments)
revealed that Fc-1 can interact with aromatic species by means
of dynamic π-π stacking-like non-covalent forces.[35] This

Figure 3. (a) FT-IR spectrum, (b) representative SEM image, (c) ESI-HRMS (TOF) spectrum (the inset is also presented) of Fc-2.

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms of Fc-1 recorded in dichloromethane.
Experimental conditions: cFc-1=1 mM, cBu4NPF6=0.1 M, T=21 °C. Inset: de-
pendence of anodic peak current vs. square root of scan rate.
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observation was further supported by our works on 1,3,5-
triphenylbenzene containing dendritic molecule.[46] Further-
more, our studies on the interactions between Fc-2 and pyrene
as the representative aromatic molecule revealed that this
interaction can be characterized by the similar apparent
association constant (Kapp) value as for the pyrene-Fc-1 system
reported previously;[35] The estimated Kapp value for pyrene-Fc-2
system equals to 5.1(2) · 102 M� 1 (Gibbs free energy (ΔG) value is
� 15.5 kJ ·mol� 1; see data and calculation details in Section S6,
Supporting Information). For comparison, for the pyrene-Fc-1
system, Kapp and ΔG equal to 4.0(3) · 102 M� 1 and � 14.9 kJ ·mol� 1,
respectively.[35] Additionally, 1H NMR titration experiment for the
pyrene-Fc-2 system (see data in Section S7, Supporting Informa-
tion) revealed the same interaction type as for the pyrene-Fc-2
system;[35] The existence of shielding effects for the Fc-2’s 1H
NMR spectra measured in the presence of the molar excess of
pyrene further suggested that these molecules might indeed
interact with each other by means of non-covalent forces.
Therefore, taking into account above findings and literature
premises, herein we decided to engineer a fully innovative
application of ferrocene-containing Fc-2 and Fc-1 as the
electrochemical receptors of aromatic species. It is worth to

stress that the recognition of aromatic molecules, including
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, is of the highest environ-

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of the recognition layer, obtained from
Fc-1 (A) and Fc-2 (B) on GC electrode in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 solution in DCM for
scan rates in range 0.005–1.0 V·s� 1. Insets: plots of anodic peak currents vs.
scan rate.

Figure 6. DPV voltammograms of the GC/Fc-1-Bu4NPF6-Nafion® receptor in
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 solution in DCM for various aromatic compounds concen-
trations in solution. Insets: plots of anodic peak currents vs. analyte
concentration.

Figure 7. DPV voltammograms of the GC/Fc-2-Bu4NPF6-Nafion® receptor in
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 solution in DCM for various aromatic compounds concen-
trations in solution. Insets: plots of anodic peak currents vs. analyte
concentration.
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mental importance because of their documented toxicity. The
synthesized compounds Fc-1 and Fc-2 were therefore applied
as receptors of aromatic compounds. For this purpose, the
compounds Fc-1 or Fc-2 were deposited on the electrode
surface. The CVs of the recognition layers (GC/Fc-Bu4NPF6-
Nafion®), obtained at the scan rates ranging from 0.005 to
1.0 V · s� 1, exhibited well-defined oxidation and reduction peaks
corresponding to the Fe2+ /3+ redox couple in the ferrocene
unit. They are presented in Figure 5. The CV redox peak currents
scale linearly with the potential scan rate (insets in Figures 5A
and 5B), and this indicates the surface confined electrochemical
response, as it is expected for such films.

The sensitivity of Fc1 and Fc-2-receptors versus selected
aromatic compound, namely: pyrene (PY), chrysene (CHRS),
fluorene (FLU), phenanthrene (PHEN), 9,10-diphenylanthracene
(9,10-DPA) and 1,4-terphenyl (1,4-TER), was characterized ana-
lytically via the Fc oxidation current signal: functions of the
differential pulse voltammograms (DPV) versus concentration of
the selected aromatic compound (Figures 6 and 7). Regardless
of the type of aromatic compounds, along with the increase in
analyte concentration in the analyzed solution, significantly
more intense quenching of current signals was observed in the
case of Fc-1 receptor. Specific behavior was observed in the
case of Fc-2 receptor; the Fc current signal was significantly
enhanced in the presence of pyrene and fluorene. In the case of
other aromatic compounds, the signal gradually decreased as
the concentration of the analyte in the solution increased.
Taking into account the structure of the Fc receptors it can be
assumed that the studied aromatic compounds interact with
these Fc-receptors through a dynamic π-π stacking process.
This dynamic non-covalent process occurs when ligands
(analytes) of an appropriate size and chemical nature fit
themselves in with the phenyl rings. These ligands are mostly
polycyclic, aromatic, and planar. The pyrene and fluorene have
smaller planar fragment to form the non-covalent system with
Fc-receptor, thus, they rather play a role of a bridge between Fc
residues facilitating the exchange of an electron. The difference
in the intensities of the current signals of the Fc units in the
recognition layers before and after binding an analyte as a
function of its concentration were applied to construction of
the calibration curves, see insets in Figure 6 and 7. Based on
these plots, analytical parameters such as linear regression
equations, detection limits and relative standard deviations

(RSD) were determined and are given in Table 1. In the
concentration range of aromatic compounds from 10 to 150 or
200 μM the dependencies between the current signal and the
concentration are linear. However, the calibration plots ob-
tained for GC/Fc-2-Bu4NPF6-Nafion® receptor have much better
sensitivity as compared to GC/Fc-1-Bu4NPF6-Nafion® receptor.
For all examined concentrations of aromatic compounds from
the analytical range the repeatability was good, and the relative
standard deviation was less than 5% (n=3). The electrode-to-
electrode reproducibility was also tested with nine different
electrodes, and the relative standard deviation was lower than
6%. The value of LOD was calculated as the mean background
value plus 3 standard deviations(x�3σ; n=3). The created
receptor layers enabled effective recognition of the studied
aromatic species, with the LOD values equaling to 0.5–2.9 μM.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the ferrocenylated 2,4,6-
triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine-containing highly organized ferroceny-
lated molecule Fc-2, and a structural analog 1,3,5-triphenylben-
zene containing compound Fc-1, can be efficiently obtained
under mild conditions (isolated yield of 89% at room temper-
ature). Optimization experiments revealed that 1,4-dioxane was
the key solvent, enabling the efficient formation of the target
compound. The formation of the target C3-symemtric Fc-2 was
confirmed with various analytical techniques, including spectro-
scopic (NMR, FT-IR, FT-Raman) and microscopic (SEM) ones.
Electrochemical analyses revealed one pair of oxidation-reduc-
tion potentials for the studied Fc-doped compounds. Fc-1 and
Fc-2 were applied to the construction of the fully innovative
recognition layers (electrochemical sensors) toward the recog-
nition of selected polycyclic aromatic species, namely pyrene,
chrysene, fluorene, phenanthrene, 9,10-diphenylanthracene and
1,4-terphenyl. The calculated LOD values were low (0.5–2.9 μM),
which means that the Fc-1 or Fc-2 receptors provide good
parameters of the constructed sensors. Our work expands the
state-of-the-art of nitrogen-doped highly ordered molecules
bearing a ferrocene motif and their applications as functional
materials. Our future works in this topic will include the
preparation of Fc-2- and Fc-1-related structures, as well as the
examination of their new properties and functions.

Table 1. Analytical parameters of GC/Fc-Bu4NPF6-Nafion® receptors.

Linear regression equation R2 Analytical range [μM] LOD [μM] RSD [%]

GC/Fc-1-Bu4NPF6-Nafion®
ΔI= (2.0�0.2)CPHEN+ (0.03�0.02) 0.985 10–150 2.9 3.7
ΔI= (1.8�0.2)CCHRS+ (0.02�0.01) 0.986 10–150 2.6 3.4
ΔI= (1.3�0.1)C9,10-DPA+ (0.02�0.01) 0.991 10–200 2.4 4.9
ΔI= (2.9�0.2)C1,4-TER+ (0.04�0.01) 0.994 10–200 1.5 4.5

GC/Fc-2-Bu4NPF6-Nafion®
ΔI= (7.6�0.2)CPYR+ (0.02�0.02) 0.999 10–200 1.2 3.6
ΔI= (43.3�1.2)CFLU+ (0.3�0.13) 0.998 10–200 0.5 3.5
ΔI= (12.7�0.4)CPHEN+ (0.01�0.01) 0.998 10–200 1.1 2.7
ΔI= (8.5�0.6)CCHRS+ (0.06�0.07) 0.995 10–200 1.0 2.8
ΔI= (10.7�0.6)C9,10-DPA+ (0.06�0.06) 0.995 10–200 1.4 3.4
ΔI= (12.0�0.3)C1,4-TER+ (0.01�0.03) 0.999 10–200 0.9 3.2
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